17.16 Things Every Auburn Engineer Experiences in College

1. Telling your non engineering friends you have four dates a week...but your friends don't know that they are all with Parker Hall.

2. The complete frustration when your report is due in 10 minutes and none of the labs in Shelby have paper in the printers.

3. The only thing MATLAB crashes more completely than your computer is your hopes and dreams.
4. Your idea of tailgating before the football game is going to your respective building to get more work done.

A Tale of Two Gamedays ...

5. Figuring out how quickly you would have to get through the Chick-Fil-A line at Foy to be able to scarf down your chicken biscuit and make it to your lab/next class… and then just sneaking it into the computer lab despite the signage.
6. Writing grocery lists, notes to your roommates, etc. on engineering paper.

```
Dear Roommate,

Another date with Parker tonight, don't wait up.
```

7. Passing a test with a grade below 50 thanks to the curve.
8. Wondering if Edgar Allen Poe once wrote a poem about Broun Hall.

9. Every classroom in Parker is so thick with chalk smoke, a normal Tuesday looks like Gettysburg.
10. Attending a meeting about anything - as long as there is FREE FOOD!

11. You have all of your engineering professors on speed dial.

12. You learn the true meaning of the Auburn Family, because your study group truly will feel like your family ... not just at Auburn but for years to come (pulling all-nighters 4 nights a week for several years has that effect on a group).
13. Realizing if you had a dollar for every integral you were asked to solve, you would have retired by the end of sophomore year.

One MILLION Integrals!

14. That "Aha" moment when you realize that you are attending (and passing your classes at) one of the best engineering colleges in the nation.
15. Practically living in Broun, Ross, Shelby, Davis, etc. your Junior and Senior year.

16. All of your Engineering professors know you by name.
17. The joy of receiving your diploma and moving that orange tassel to the other side at Graduation.

17.16 You know you definitely wouldn't trade a second of any of it for anything! War Eagle!